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Abstract: The Bag-of-Visual Words has been recognised as an effective mean of representing images for image classification.
However, its reliance on a visual codebook developed using Hand Crafted image feature extraction algorithms and vector
quantisation via k-means clustering often results in significant computational overhead, and poor classification accuracies.
Therefore, this paper presents an adaptive Bag-of-Visual Word Modelling in which Image Feature Extraction is achieved using
Deep Feature Learning and the amount of computation required for the development of Visual Codebook is minised using a
batch implementation of Particle Swarm Optimisation. The proposed method is tested using Caltech 101 image dataset, and
the results confirm the suitability of the proposed method in improving the categorisation performance while reducing the
computational load.
1. Introduction
The semantic based annotation of images has been
recognised as a viable means of bridging the semantic gap
associated with Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) [1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6]. While the efficient annotation of a large image
collection via supervised machine learning remains a challenge
in computer vision and image retrieval [7, 8, 9], the application
of Unsupervised Machine Learning principles such as K-means
clustering, Self-Organising Maps or Hierarchical clustering [10,
11] enables the image models computed from a given a large
image collection to be grouped based on similarity [12, 13, 14,
15], without the need for labelled training samples, therefore is
a natural fit for achieving Image annotation [16, 17, 18].
However, to achieve such unsupervised categorisation, there is
a need for an efficient and effective local image pattern
representation and global image representations [19]. This paper
presents an unsupervised image categorisation built on Bag-ofVisual words (BOVW) image modelling of images as a suitable
means of achieving efficient global representation of images for
effective large-scale annotation.
The BOVW model of an image represents the image
with a histogram showing the number of times the visual words
belonging to a BOVW codebook appears on the image [20, 21,
22, 23] and has been popular in recent image classifications
work [9]. However, the codebook development stage of BOVW
modelling has been identified as a very computationally
expensive stage because of the need to handle a very large
number of features extracted from images belonging to the
collection to be classified [21, 24, 25].
Furthermore, the number of visual words in a BOVW
codebook has a direct influence on the dimensionality of image
BOVW models, and determines how fast and accurate the image
classification process will be [22, 26, 27]. If the number of
Visual Words present in the resulting BOVW Codebook is not
optimized for the image collection to be classified, the
dimensionality of the image BOVW representation can become
unnecessary long, thus making the classification process

inefficient and the accuracies yielded will be lower than possible
or the dimensionality can be too short for a reliable
classification process [22, 26, 27]. Therefore, this paper identify
the image feature extraction and vector quantisation stages as
the two sub-stages of the BOVW modelling process that can be
modified for performance optimisation of the image
categorisation process, demonstrates the benefits of using deep
feature learning as the image feature extraction algorithm in
BOVW modelling and presents vector quantisation via a batch
implementation of Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) as a
means of achieving an efficient BOVW modelling of images.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
Section II provides a detailed discussion on recent research
developments in Image representations using BOVW and Deep
Feature Learning, while Section III describes the proposed
adaptive image modelling approach. Section IV describes the
experimental implementation and evaluation of the proposed
algorithm through its application in the unsupervised
classification of an image dataset. Section V analyses the
experimental results, by showcasing the improvements in
accuracies demonstrated by the proposed approach compared to
existing methods. Section VI concludes the paper with a
summary of the performance of the proposed algorithm in
codebook development and its applicability in the semantic
labelling of images.
2. Related works
Although Global Image representation via the Bag of
Visual Word (BOVW) has been popular over the last two
decades [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35], and has been recognised
to be most appropriate for Unsupervised Image categorisation
process [20, 36, 37], the need to quantise a large number of
image features into Visual Words using the K-Means algorithm
during the BOVW codebook development creates a heavy a
number of computational problems [21, 24, 25, 38, 39], and
often yields Visual Words that do not guarantee optimum
classification performance. Therefore, towards reducing the
number of image features to be handled during BOVW
Codebook Development and to allow, this section reviews some
1

previous works related to the application of Deep Feature
Learning to Image Representation and Vector quantisation in
BOVW Image modelling.

2.1. The application of deep feature learning to
image pattern representation
Deep Feature Learning has been recognised in image
retrieval researches as a reliable method for generating a highlevel image representation from a massive collection of images
[16, 16, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44], and has been found to be an
important inclusion in the implementation of automatic image
annotation due to its strong discriminatory power of Deep
Learning Image representations [41, 45].
A typical implementation of deep learning algorithm
employs multiple layers of Machine Learning such as
Independent Component Analysis (ICA), Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) and Stacked-Autoencoders where each layer
receives its input from a previous layer [43], and the image
representation is generated at the final layer.
While the global image representation via deep feature
learning has become popular in computer vision and image
retrieval researches [46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53], such
application of deep feature learning requires supervised finetuning as shown in Figure 1 for optimum image classification
performance [54, 55, 56], therefore not readily suitable for

unsupervised
Image
Categorisation.
However,
the
Autoencoder; a popular algorithm for the implementation of
deep feature learning, has been recognised to be more efficient
than other manifold learning for the purpose of non-linear
dimension reduction [47], a characteristic that makes it suitable
for the development of local image pattern representation,
where supervised fine-tuning is not necessary therefore can
support a completely unsupervised image classification.
In [8] the authors demonstrated that the opportunity to
change the number of layers and the number of neurons in each
layer of a Deep Learning algorithm allows the feature extraction
process to be adaptable to the content diversity of the image
collection during BOVW modelling, thus generating image
feature vectors whose dimension guarantees optimum
discrimination, unlike the fixed 128 dimensions of Scale
Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) and 64 dimensions of
Speeded-Up Robust Feature (SURF) [57, 58, 59].
The results shown in [8] confirms the applicability of image
feature extraction via Stacked-Autoencoder to the BOVW
modelling process. Although unlike SIFT, StackedAutoencoder (and other Deep Feature Learning algorithms) do
not provide scale and rotation Invariance representations [60],
the results in [8] confirms that this deficiency is largely
compensated for by the histogram representation approach of
BOVW and the spatial pyramid included in the image modelling
for the elimination of spatial incoherency.

Fig 1. A Stacked Autoencoder Network for Image Classification showing the Unsupervised Training Phase and the Supervised
Fine-tuning phase
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2.2. Vector Quantisation in BOVW Codebook
Development
In its simplest form, the codebook development stage of the
BOVW image modelling is typically achieved by clustering
available image features into a chosen distinct number of
groups, after which the centroids of these groups are taken as
the quantisation levels. An important advantage of the
application of Deep Feature learning at this stage is the
opportunity to control the number of image features to be
collected from each image in the collection to be processed thus
avoiding excessive computational overhead, commonly
associated with sparse image features such as SIFT or SURF
where the number of image features per image is not predetermined or in Dense-SIFT where the number of features per
image can be more than 10,000 with no means of controlling the
number of image features.
The most popular method for achieving the required vector
quantisation during BOVW codebook development is the Kmeans algorithm [20, 21, 22]. In the K-mean algorithm the
centroid is the result of several attempts (iterations) aimed at
minimising an overall measure of cluster quality (the objective
function) [61]. However, there is need for other alternatives
because of the tendency of the K-means algorithm to converge
to wrong centers, especially due to the large number of image
features typically generated during BOVW codebook
development which also causes the vector quantisation via the
K-mean algorithm to be a computationally intensive [20, 62].
Jurie and Triggs [63] demonstrated that the use of K-means
clustering in development of BOVW codebooks is mainly
reliable for handling homogenous image collections but is not
adequate for handling natural object recognition tasks because
the latter’s statistics are less uniform [63]. Tirilly et al. [21]
explain that attempts at speeding up the process by replacing Kmeans clustering with approximate algorithms often results in
noisy visual words [21].
Although in the attempt to boost the categorisation of a
BOVW process, Wu et al. [22] retained the K-Means algorithm
in their proposed BOVW vector quantisation algorithm, while
replacing Euclidean distance; the traditional image feature
similarity measure with the Histogram Intersection Kernel
(HIK). However, the accuracies obtained with the application of
this codebook approach is only 2% to 4% better than the
accuracies obtained with traditional approach, while incurring a
significant increment in the computational time needed to
complete the codebook development process, thus making the
approach inefficient and unsuitable for handling large number
of images. Therefore, there is a need to identify a suitable
replacement that will guarantee good accuracy with minimum
computational overhead.
Another drawback of vector quantisation via K-mean
clustering is that the number of quantisation levels needs to be
known at the beginning of the quantisation process [64, 65, 66].
Arbitrarily choosing a small codebook size may limit the
classification process’s discriminative power [27], while a
larger than necessary codebook size will incur surplus
processing overhead [26, 67]. Although Tsai [62] recommended
a codebook size of 1000 visual words, the authors explained that
the number of visual-words is dependent on the dataset [62].
Guo et al. [25] also explain that classification performance

usually improves as the Visual codebook size initially increases,
but it begins to deteriorate as the codebook size becomes larger
[25]; thus confirming the need to pick a BOV codebook size that
is adequate for the image collection being classified.
In the effort to improve the performance of Bag of Visual
Phrase, Battiato et al. [68] recognised that better results could
be achieved through the inclusion of a step that exploits the
nature of the feature spaces during the codebook generation.
Such strategy implemented in the visual codebook approach
proposed in [69], where the process determined the appropriate
number of visual words needed in a codebook by using a pseudo
clustering algorithm [70] to eliminate repeated visual words
from an available visual word set.
The X-Mean algorithm proposed by Pelleg and More [71] is
a clustering algorithm designed for overcoming the need for the
number of clusters to be specified at the beginning of a
clustering process. Starting with an assumed minimal number
of clusters, the X-mean algorithm implements the K-Means
clustering repeatedly with an increasing number of clusters K,
while measuring each of the clustering performance using
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) until an assumed
maximum number of clusters is reached. At the end of the
clustering process, the value of K with the best clustering
performance is then chosen as the appropriate value.
Although the X-Means algorithm was successfully applied
to the BOVW Codebook Development by Kersorn et al. [72],
the X-means method of implementing clustering several time in
the search for the appropriate number of cluster is a
computationally expensive process, when the number of image
features to be quantised is large and each of the features are
represented with high dimensional vectors (50 dimensions and
above). Furthermore, the X-Means implementation does not
include an explicit method of avoiding the problem of clustering
process converging to wrong centers. Therefore, there is a need
to further explore the behavior of X-Mean Clustering.
Recently, the application of PSO for data clustering has
become popular [73, 74, 75, 76]. The PSO algorithm applies
animal group information sharing behaviour to solving learning
problems in a large data space [73]. Given a set of data samples
X, represented as positions in a multi-dimensional space, the
PSO algorithm attempts to identify best positions to represent
the distribution of the samples within the multi-dimensional
space. Where xi, vi, and yi are the current position, current
velocity, and the best position found so far for a particle pi, the
particle’s position can be changed in accordance with Equation
1 and Equation 2 [74].
𝑣𝑖,𝑘 (𝑡 + 1) = 𝑤𝑣𝑖,𝑘 (𝑡) + 𝑐1 𝑟1,𝑘 (𝑡) (𝑦𝑖,𝑘 (𝑡) − 𝑥𝑖,𝑘 (𝑡)) +
𝑐2 𝑟2,𝑘 (𝑡)(𝑦(𝑡) − 𝑥𝑖,𝑘 (𝑡))
(1)
𝑥𝑖 (𝑡 + 1) = 𝑥𝑖 (𝑡) + 𝑣𝑖 (𝑡 + 1)

(2)

Where W is the inertia weight, c1 and c2 are acceleration
constants, and r1 and r2 are samples from a uniform distribution
[74]. Equation 1 and Equation 2 are repeated in iterations, while
the best position is determined using Equation 3 as shown below
[74];
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𝑦𝑖 (𝑡)
𝑖𝑓
𝑦𝑖 (𝑡 + 1) = {
(𝑡
𝑥𝑖 + 1) 𝑖𝑓

𝑓(𝑥𝑖 (𝑡 + 1)) ≥ 𝑓(𝑦𝑖 (𝑡))
𝑓(𝑥𝑖 (𝑡 + 1)) < 𝑓(𝑦𝑖 (𝑡))
(3)

Although the search for optimum clustering solutions
using this population-based search approach of PSO has proven
to yield better result than K-Means [74], the traditional
implementation of PSO does not provide an explicit method on
how to pick initial solutions, and the commonly used approach
of randomly picking initialisation particles from the a set
containing thousands of samples as it is done in K-Means
clustering (other K-means based clustering) exposes the process
to convergence to dead centers or division of a single cluster
into multiple clusters.
Also, like the K-Means clustering algorithm the PSO
clustering process does not include the determination or how to
pick the appropriate number of clusters. Therefore, towards the
implementation of PSO without a prior knowledge of the
number of inherent groups, this study presents an initialisation
process that present a surplus number of seeds from which only
the seeds that attract adequate number of samples are selected,
thereby solving the both the initialisation problem and the
determination of the number of clusters.
Furthermore, for efficient handling of large number of
image features during the BOVW codebook development
process, this study also present batch vector quantisation.
Section III describes the novel steps are integrated into the
proposed adaptive BOVW Modelling.
3. The proposed method
In general, the BOVW Codebook development process
can be divided into two stages; the extraction of image features
and the quantisation of the extracted image features into Visual
words. This section provides a detailed description of the
implementation of Image feature extraction via a 3-Layered
Stacked-Autoencoder, and the batch vector quantisation process
which uses PSO to generate visual words needed for the
development of image BOVW representation that adequately
considers the semantic content of the images to be classified,

and to ensure good classification accuracy while minimising
computational overhead.
3.1. Image feature extraction using stackedautoencoder
One of the main reasons for the high computational
overhead of vector quantisation via the K-means algorithm is
the massive amount features generated from each image [72]
especially when using dense feature extraction algorithm. The
number of image features obtained from an image can be
significantly reduced by taking advantage of the spatial
redundancy of images [69], and limiting image feature
extraction to evenly spaced locations within the image space by
dividing the image into tiles using a moving window centered
on evenly spaced locations within the image space.
While both overlapping and non-overlapping spatial tiling
has been demonstrated to be effective in this regard [69],
dividing the image into overlapping tiles facilitates an
exhaustive search for content objects during feature extraction
thereby supporting object recognition while still limiting the
features obtainable from the image to the chosen number. Figure
2 is an illustration of tiles obtained from a sample image of a
Leopard chosen from the Caltech-101 Objects Categories.
All the image tiles obtained from an experimental image
collection are used to train the Deep Feature Learning
Algorithm, after which the rows of each tile are concatenated to
yield a single vector which is applied to the input layer of the
trained Deep Learning algorithm to produce a corresponding
image feature representation [46].
In [8], the authors demonstrated that StackedAutoencoder image feature extraction’s approach of reducing
the number of features by taking advantage of the spatial
redundancy during the spatial tiling resulted in considerable
reduction in the categorisation time when compared to SIFT.
Although the time taken is higher than the time taken to
complete the unsupervised categorisation with SURF features
due to the time taken to train the Stacked-Autoencoder, the
higher accuracy recorded by Stacked Autoencoder confirms its
better efficiency.

Fig. 2. A sample image of a leopard chosen from the Caltech-101 Objects collection, along with 36 tiles obtained using
overlapping spatial tiling
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distribution of dimensional values. It also provides suitable
representations of these clusters, which can then be fine-tuned
by the PSO clustering process. The algorithm achieves these
goals by dividing the image feature’s multidimensional space
into regions, identifying active regions. It then uses average
pooling to generate representative samples from the active
regions, while ignoring locations which do not attract any
sample (dead centers).
By dividing the multidimensional space into regions, the
initialisation algorithm assumes that the values of each
dimension conform to the normal distribution, and a surplus
number of random location are generated using the mean and
standard deviation of the dimensional values, thereby
minimising the likelihood of presenting closely similar
initialisation points. The algorithm then statistically analyses
the number of samples each of these points attracts to identify
the active points. The implementation steps for the arbitrary
image feature set X with N members is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. The proposed steps for the initialisation of PSO
Clustering
Steps
I.

ALGORITHM 1: PSO Clustering initialisation
Calculate the mean m, and standard deviation d of
each dimension in set X, and used them to generate
a 5 membered set values as shown in Equation 4
for each dimension in X, where i is the index of the
dimension.
𝑃𝑖 = {𝑚 − 2𝑑, 𝑚 − 𝑑 𝑚, 𝑚 + 𝑑, 𝑚 + 2𝑑}

Fig. 3. The block diagram illustrating steps of the
proposed BOV Codebook development approach
3.2. Batch vector quantisation using PSO
After features have been extracted from all the images in
the collection to be classified using the 3-layered StackedAutoencoder, the image features need to be quantized into
Visual Words using PSO. Although compared to SIFT and
SURF, the image features generated for any given image
collection with the Stacked-Autoencoder is considerably less,
when the image collection is large, the number of image
features generated using Stacked Autoencoder may still be
numerous enough to cause lengthy computation during the
implementation of the PSO clustering [59].
To ensure fast implementation of the PSO algorithm
when applied to large number of image features (10,000 and
above), the proposed BOVW codebook process groups the
image features to be quantised into batches. The use of batch
processing also allows the quantisation task to be divided
among multiple computers. Figure 3 is the block diagram of
the proposed codebook development framework.
3.2.1 Proposed Cluster Initialisation Algorithm: The
primary goal of this clustering initialisation algorithm is to
estimate the number of clusters within a set of image features
based on the dimensionality of the image features and

(4)

II.

From each Pi, randomly constitute a column vector
Vi, with length 0.2* 𝑁, and concatenate all the
vectors to yield a matrix Y, whose rows represents
locations in the multidimensional space.

III.

Evaluate the Euclidean distances between each
row in matrix X, with all the rows in matrix Y.

IV.

Record the number of times each row in Y scores
the minimum Euclidean distance with a row in X.
entre the scores in a vector W.

V.

Calculate the means and standard deviation of the
scores recorded in W.

VI.

Ignore any row in Y, whose score is less than mean
minus standard deviation, and use average pooling
to represent the rows in X attracted to the same row
in Y (rows not being ignored).

While the locations identified in Step VI of this algorithm
are good enough for use as the cluster centers, the locations
will be improved when applied as the initialisation samples
for the implementation of PSO.
3.2.2 Image Feature Clustering using PSO: The
superiority of PSO clustering over K-Means clustering lies in
its ability to track the movement of each particle, and pick the
best location recorded at the end of the clustering process [74].
Therefore, this implementation of PSO clustering records the
set of locations obtained at the end of each iteration and along
with their respective measure of fitness.
5

The measures of the fitness of locations yielded at the
completion of an iteration is the sum of the Euclidean
distances between each sample in the set and the swarm
particle it is attracted to during the iteration. Given that the
set of swarm fitness recorded during the PSO clustering is
D=(d1, d2, d3 ……… dn), where n is the number of iterations,
the set of particles location with minimum fitness value will
be chosen as the cluster centers as shown in Equation 5.
𝐹 = 𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑛
(5)
If the clustering process is completed in M iterations,
each particle is expected to have gone through M locations in
̅𝑖 = (𝐷
̅ 1, 𝐷
̅ 2,
the multidimensional space. Given that the set 𝐷
̅3 … 𝐷
̅ M) contains average distances the particle registered
𝐷
at each of its locations, the best location will be the location
which records the minimum average Euclidean distance.
Although the use of this implementation of PSO
clustering for vector quantisation can reduce thousands of
image features into a few hundred visual words, the
independence of each batch quantisation can result in the
occurrence of the same Visual Word more than once in the
final codebook when the visual words obtained from all the
batches are merged into a single set. This problem is tackled
using Visual word similarity analysis in Sub-Section III-C.
3.2.3 Visual word similarity analysis: The final codebook
is initiated using any visual word from the merged set, after
which other visual words are progressively added. A visual
word from the merged set is added to the final codebook if
and only if it does not record a Euclidean distance less than
the threshold value with any visual word that is already in the
final codebook. Therefore, to prevent repetition of visual
words in the final codebook, a similarity threshold needs to
be established via statistical analysis. This similarity criterion
must be exceeded by any two visual words for both to exist
in the same codebook. An experimental determination of the
similarity criterion is demonstrated in Section 4.1.
4. Experiments
Using experiments on image collections constituted
from Caltech-101 images as shown in Table 2, this section
determines the appropriate statistical estimate for the
similarity criterion, Ethreshold for BOVW codebook
development using unsupervised machine learning via Self
Organisng Map (SOM) implemented, then evaluates the
performance of vector quantisation via PSO in comparison to
other existing vector quantisation algorithms for BOVW
codebook development. Finally, this section compares the
performance of the unsupervised image categorisation built
on the adaptive BOVW modelling with the performance of
unsupervised Image categorisation via Hyper-graph
partitioning. The experimental image collection.

For the experimental determination of a similarity
threshold (Ethreshold) value for the proposed BOVW codebook
development approach, this study adopts the same 3 image
collections (described in Table 1) used by Huang et al. [12].
In this experiment, 100 images are chosen randomly from
each category, and converted to grayscale. To improve the
possibility of capturing objects during the codebook
development, overlapping spatial tiling is employed, where
the mask size of 0.25*L-by-0.25*B (L=Length of Image, and
Breadth of Image), yielding 36 tiles from each image all
which are resized into 40-by-40 pixels.
For each experimental categorization process, the 3-layered
Stacked-Autoencoder is trained using all the spatial tiles
obtained from the images in the entire set to be categorized,
after which the trained Stacked-Autoencoder is then used to
convert each tile in the experimental set to a 100-dimensioned
vector. The resulting set is quantised into Visual Words using
the proposed batch process with varying similarity threshold
values. In this experiment, 5000 image features are handled
in each batch during the vector quantisation process. It is
common for clustering algorithms to perform hundreds of
iterations before attaining convergence, especially when
handling thousands of high dimensional data samples.
Therefore, this implementation of PSO clustering is designed
to exit the process after 50 of iterations to guarantee
efficiency.
To boost categorisation accuracies, spatial incoherency
is minimised during the image BOVW modelling using Level
2 spatial pyramid implementation [77]. Using PLSA, the
dimension of the BOVW representations are reduced to 25
latents topics [78, 37], and the resulting set of image
representations are clustered into the respective number of
categories using SOM. After the clustering, each object is
annotated based on the highest object category present in the
cluster it belongs, and the accuracy of the process is evaluated
by counting the number of annotations matching the ground
truth.
4.1. Experimental determination of BOVW
codebook visual word similarity criterion
The most important factor in the establishment of the
similarity threshold for the merged visual words set, is the
statistical distribution of the pairwise similarity distances.
Where the pairwise Euclidean distances recorded by a set of
visual words is represented by the set E in Equation 6, the
mean Emean can be calculated as shown in Equation 7, where
x and y represent the position of the Euclidean distance on the
proximity matrix holding all the possible pairwise Euclidean
distances.
𝐸 = {𝐸1,1 , 𝐸1,2 , 𝐸1,3 … … … . 𝐸𝑁,𝑁 }

Table 2. The Description of the 3 Experimental Image
Collection
Collection

Object List

A

Airplane, Motorbike, Faces, Car

B

Airplane, Motorbike, Face, Car, Watch

C

Airplane, Motorbike,
Watch, Ketch

Faces,

Car,

𝐸𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 =

∑𝑁
x=1,y=1 𝐸𝑥,𝑦
𝑛(𝐸)

(6)

(7)

Figures 4A and 4B demonstrates the effects of varying
the similarity threshold values between 0.25*Mean Euclidean
distance to 2*Mean Euclidean distance on the number of
visual words detected from merged visual words sets and the
corresponding classification accuracies respectively.
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Resulting BOVW Codebook Size
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Fig. 4A. The graphical representation of variation in the number of visual
Ethreshold

words detected in response to the changes in
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Fig. 4B. The graphical representation of variation in Classification accuracy in response to the changes in Ethreshold

The graphs indicate that optimum classification accuracy is
obtained for each image collection when Ethreshold is
approximately equal to the Mean pairwise Euclidean distance
of the merged set of visual words.
4.2. A comparison between the modified PSO and
other BOVW vector quantisation techniques
This Sub-Section compares the performance of the
proposed vector quantisation via modified PSO clustering
with existing methods for the generation of BOVW codebook
in the categorization of Collection. In this experiment, the
proposed batch PSO vector quantisation is applied for
codebook development using the visual word similarity
criteria of Emean. The implementation of the traditional Kmeans and the K-Means + HIK in this experiment both adopts
the number of visual words in the Codebook developed by the

batch PSO. While X-Means adopts the half the value of the
PSO codebook size as its minimum and two times of the PSO
codebook size as its maximum.
In all cases, a Stacked-Autoencoder with 100 neurons at
its output is used as the image feature extraction algorithm.
Table 3 is a summary of the performance recorded by the
codebooks developed by these algorithms. Table 3 confirms
the superiority of our proposed PSO based vector
quantisation technique over the notable existing techniques.
Due to the evaluation of clustering performance at the end of
every iteration and subsequent comparison of the
performances recorded at the end of the clustering process,
the PSO based technique was able to identify much better set
of centers unlike the K-means algorithm which limits its
choice to the set of centers obtained at the end of the
clustering process.
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Table 3. A Comparison of The Proposed Batch PSO BOVW Codebook development With Other Methods
Vector Quantisation

Collection A

Collection B

Collection C

Modified PSO

89.84%

83.90%

83.43%

K-Means

80.68%

77.54%

82.15%

K-Means + HIK

85.31%

80.21%

81.84%

X-Means

87.44%

80.23%

83.87%

Unlike the traditional BOVW codebook (typically with
1000 visual words), the use of the proposed PSO based vector
quantisation technique which yielded averages of 23, 25 and
35 visual words for Collection A, Collection B and Collection
C respectively in this experiment ensures that heavy
computation due to high number of visual words is avoided
during the evaluation of the resulting BOVW image model.
A comparison between the accuracies shown on Table 4
confirms that better accuracy can be achieved by using the
higher quality visual words provided by the modified PSO.
While the modification of the K-Means algorithm by
substituting Euclidean distance with HIK for vector similarity
comparison yielded improvement in accuracies in Collection
A and B, it has failed to record any improvement with
Collection C when compared to the traditional K-Means.
However, the proposed PSO based codebook development
has been able to record leading performances across all three
collections.
Although, the X-Means clustering’s approach of varying
the number of clusters and evaluating the clustering
performance records better BOVW classification
performance than K-Means and K-means + HIK, its lack of
proper cluster initialisation method renders it classification to
fall behind that of the proposed PSO based approach, and its
approach of implementing clustering several times also
renders the time taken to completion to be 20 times that of the
proposed modified PSO, therefore it is less efficient than the
proposed method.

search the image space, with the goal of limiting the amount
of background information captured during the BOVW image
modelling and detecting visual words that frequently occur
together in the image collection, thereby elimination spatial
incoherency in the BOVW representation [79]. The ROIs
detected from all the images in an experimental collection are
then modelled using the adaptive BOVW technique proposed
in this paper, with Emean as the similarity criteria (Ethreshold).
The result obtained is compared to the unsupervised image
categorisation using hypergraph partitioning in Table 4.
As shown in Table 4, the BOVW based unsupervised
categorization framework presented in successfully
eliminated the spatial incoherency commonly associated with
BOVW using unsupervised Region of interest detection, and
Cross-Region Matching [80], thus provides a suitable means
of demonstrating the benefit of BOVW. The Table confirms
the superiority of the unsupervised image classification built
on the adaptive BOVW and SOM clustering [79] over the
unsupervised image classification via hyper-graph
partitioning.

4.3. A comparison between the unsupervised
categorisation using adaptive BOVW/SOM
and hypergraph partitioning
This section compares the performance of the
proposed BOVW approach when combined with the
Unsupervised Region of Interest detection proposed in [79],
and compares the result to the unsupervised categorisation of
images via Hypergraph partitioning propose by Huang et al
[12]. The result obtained with the two approaches are
presented in Table 4.
Figure 5 is a demonstration of the 4 Region of Interests
(ROI) along with the sample Caltech image from which they
were detected by using a mask with a dimension of 0.5*L by
0.5*B (L and B are the length and breadth of the image) to

Fig. 5. A demonstration of the content of four ROI detected
from a sample image
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Table 4 A Comparison Between the accuracies obtained via Adaptive BOVW Modelling and Hypergraph
Partitioning
Collection

Spatial Pyramid

Visual Sentence

Hypergraph Partitioning [3]

Modelling
A

86.23%

99.66%

98.53%

B

83.42%

99.66%

97.38%

C

81.20%

99.21%

96.05%

5. Conclusion
This paper successfully demonstrates the application of Deep
Feature Learning via Stacked-Autoencoder to the image
feature extraction stage of BOVW modelling, where it
enables the performance of the image classification
framework to be optimised by varying the number of neurons
employed at the different layers of the deep feature learning,
resulting in a change in the dimensionality of the image
feature vectors.
This paper also demonstrates the application of PSO
clustering with a novel cluster initialisation technique in a
batch vector quantisation process for the efficient
development of BOVW codebook along. Perhaps, the
greatest benefit of the approach is its scalability, which allows
it to adjust its computation to be proportional to the number
of images being categorised. In addition, the experimental
results demonstrate that the misclassifications experienced
because of over-fitting created by excessive number of visual
words, can be removed through the application of the
adaptive codebook development approach. The visual words
obtained in using this approach also correlate to the objects
or semantic contents in the image collection which makes the
proposed approach an important step in the semantic contentbased annotation of the images in the collection.
Furthermore, the adoption of a batch BOVW codebook
development approach is an important step towards the
implementation of Incremental Learning, since it yields a
codebook whose visual words set can increase in quality and
quantity and facilitate the application of parallel computation,
thereby allowing the time required for the BOVW codebook
to be significantly reduced
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